EURid is the not-for-profit organization appointed by the European Commission to operate the .eu, .ею (in Cyrillic)
and .ευ (in Greek) top-level domains. The .eu domain ranks among the ten largest top-level domains in the world
and almost 4 million .eu names have been registered since the domain opened for registration in 2005.
Our mission is:


to promote the .eu TLD across the European Union and the third countries;



to organize, administer and manage the .eu TLD in the general public interest and ensure in all aspects of
the administration and management of the .eu TLD, high quality, transparency, security, stability,
predictability, reliability, accessibility, efficiency, non-discrimination, fair conditions of competition and
consumer protection.

EURid is headquartered in Belgium (Diegem), and has satellite offices in the Czech Republic, Italy and Sweden.
Our young organization employs people from all over the European Union and is the perfect arena for self-motivated
professionals looking to be challenged and stimulated in their working environment.
Do you want to be part of the dynamic and multicultural team behind the .eu / .ею / .ευ top-level domains? Then
send your CV today!
For our office in Diegem we are currently looking for a:
Senior Java Developer
Description:
EURid designs and builds its own registration system software, which is open for business on the Internet 24 hours
a day running on in-house maintained infrastructure in different datacenters across Europe and servers around the
world.
As a Senior Java Developer, you will be responsible to translate the business requirements into quality software
applications by applying your in-depth knowledge of application design and Java frameworks.
You will work on an internet service with a cutting-edge development stack.
Your main tasks and responsibilities will include:






Capture and analyze the business requirements
Implement the business requirements into a sound technical solution
Maintain and evolve the software architecture
Testing and bug fixing
Code review and maintenance

Profile:











Master degree in computer science or equivalent by experience
Relevant work experience of more than 8 years as a Java developer
In-depth knowledge of Java technology
Experience in capturing complex business requirements
Expertise in design and architecture of complex systems
You are used to work in an Agile environment
Experienced Linux user
You stay on top of software development/architecture trends and new best practices
Team-player, but able to work independently
Fluent in English (all internal communication and documentation is in English). Knowledge of Dutch or
French is a plus.

jobs@eurid.eu

Required skills:
Expert knowledge of the following technologies:








Java (11+)
Microservices implementation
Spring Boot (2.x)
REST/JSON
Hibernate (5+)/JPA
(Postgre)SQL
JUnit (5)

Bonus skills:













Gradle (5+)
Git
Spring batch
Spring Cloud
AMQP protocol (RabbitMQ)
DEVOPS mindset
SOLID principles
Design patterns
Hexagonal/Onion architecture
12factor apps
Continuous integration/deployment
Atlassian tools

What we offer:
EURid offers you a challenging job in a high technical, dynamic and international environment.
Additionally, EURid is committed to helping our diverse workforce manage a healthy work-life balance through all
stages of their life and career. We offer a dynamic and flexible work environment with highly competitive benefits
and extensive learning programs.
Please send your details or contact us for more info via jobsateuriddoteu.

jobs@eurid.eu

